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mobile.Q: ASP.Net MVC best practices for storing HTML snippets/markup I'm building an ecommerce system where the users upload html and
php templates. Currently I'm storing this in a SQL database which is ok but is not ideal because it is a pain in the butt to update the database to
update the templates. What is the best way to store these html snippets or use html markup rather than storing the html tags. A: Use HTML
Encoding However, that's not really the best way to deal with HTML. How about replacing all the tag and attribute delimiters with a literal? I just
made a quick test in.Net MVC3. Just create a Razor View (or a normal View) and paste your HTML in (ex.: [test]Something in div[/test]) Then
edit the View, and replace all your tags with literals (ex.: [test]<div>Something in div</div>[/test]) You'll then see that the server will properly
encode the HTML, so it'll be safe to use. The Secrets to Successful Auto Accidents An auto accident can create stress, financial setbacks, and
even life-altering injuries for the victims. In our city, the traffic accident rate is one of the highest in the U.S. That’s why it’s essential to know
what to do after a traffic accident. According to a report by the Insurance Information Institute, 65% of drivers under the age of 21 admitted to
driving unsafe. This makes it essential to be safe while on the road. Here are some secrets to surviving an auto accident and staying safe on the
road in the future. Be aware of your surroundings Know where you are and where you’re going. Be especially aware of your surroundings when
approaching an intersection, an open garage, or a car parked in the street. If there’s an unmarked road, check to see if you’ve missed a sign and
made a wrong turn. Be particularly vigilant while driving through a construction zone, an area where workers aren’t on site, or while traveling at
night 2d92ce491b
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